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Abstract—Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) is a class of
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) that is proposed to
support uplink machine-type communication services. In an
SCMA system, designing multidimensional constellation plays
an important role in the performance of the system. Since the
behavior of multidimensional constellations highly depends on
the type of the channel, it is crucial to employ a constellation
that is suitable for a certain application. In this paper, we first
highlight and review the key performance indicators (KPIs) of
multidimensional constellations that should be considered in their
design process for various channel scenarios. We then provide
a survey on the known multidimensional constellations in the
context of SCMA systems with their design criteria. The perfor-
mance of some of those constellations are evaluated for uncoded,
high-rate, and low-rate LTE turbo-coded SCMA systems under
different channel conditions through extensive simulations. All
turbo-coded comparisons are performed for bit-interleaved coded
modulation, with a concatenated detection and decoding scheme.
Simulation results confirm that multidimensional constellations
that satisfy KPIs of a certain channel scenario outperform others.
Moreover, the bit error rate performance of uncoded systems,
and the performance of the coded systems are coupled to their
bit-labeling. The performance of the systems also remarkably
depends on the behavior of the multi-user detector at different
signal-to-noise ratio regions.
Index Terms—Non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA),
Sparse code multiple access (SCMA), low density spreading
(LDS), multidimensional constellation, SCMA codebook, fad-
ing channels, message passing algorithm (MPA), bit-interleaved
coded modulation (BICM), key performance indicators (KPIs).
I. INTRODUCTION
ONE key difference among the generations of wirelesssystems from 1G to 4G arises in various multiple access
schemes. That is, 1G operates with frequency division mul-
tiple access (FDMA), 2G with time division multiple access
(TDMA), 3G with code division multiple access (CDMA),
and 4G with orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA). FDMA, TDMA, CDMA, and OFDMA are gen-
erally orthogonal multiple access (OMA) schemes, wherein
orthogonal resources (time, frequency, or code) are allocated
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to different users to avoid the interference among them1 [1],
[2]. However, to provide even higher spectral efficiency, future
wireless systems are likely to employ non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) [3]–[6]. NOMA allocates resource elements
(REs) to users in a non-orthogonal fashion, allowing multiple
users to share the same REs. Hence, it improves the spectral
efficiency of the system, meeting the needs of the ever-
growing demand for mobile Internet and the Internet of Things
(IoT) [7], [8].
The various NOMA techniques that exist by far can be cat-
egorized into three main classes [9]: multiple-domain NOMA,
power-domain NOMA, and code-domain NOMA.
The power-domain NOMA (also referred as the single-
carrier NOMA [10]) can support multiple users within the
same RE by allocating different power levels to them based
on their channel conditions [11]–[13]. Successive interference
cancellation (SIC) is used at the receiver to detect the trans-
mitted signals. It is shown in [14] that if both NOMA and
OMA employ optimal resource allocation, NOMA can still
outperform the conventional OMA. Power-domain NOMA is
considered as a potential scheme for 5G systems, specially for
downlink scenarios [9], [15].
Code-domain NOMA, also referred to as multi-carrier
NOMA in [10], can serve multiple users within the same
RE. In code-domain NOMA, users are differentiated by their
different codes. Low density signature/spreading (LDS) [16]–
[21] is one of the early code-domain NOMA techniques,
where each user’s data is spread over multiple REs in a
sparse manner. In other words, each user is assigned to
only a subset of the available REs. As such, the multi-user
interference pattern at the receiver entails a low density graph
[22], reducing the complexity of the multi-user detection at the
receiver. In LDS, all users employ the repetition of quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM) constellations to spread their
information over their pre-assigned REs. At the receiver, due
to the sparseness of LDS, the widely used message passing
algorithm (MPA) [23] can be used for detection.
1To be precise, in 3G, the downlink uses orthogonal CDMA (Walsh-
Hadamard codes); but the uplink in general uses non-orthogonal CDMA
through pseudo noise-codes (PN-codes). This is due to the fact that orthog-
onality requires chip-level synchronization; this is next-to-trivial to achieve
in the downlink, while very difficult in the uplink. That is, even if the
orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard codes are used in the uplink, since the chip-level
synchronization is lost due to different propagation times, the received signals
at the BS become no longer chip-level synchronized, i.e., the orthogonality is
not maintained. As such, other design alternatives that perform better in the
absence of chip-level synchronization are used instead of the Walsh-Hadamard
codes.
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2Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) [24] is a novel code-
domain NOMA scheme that is essentially an enhanced varia-
tion of LDS. Like with LDS, each RE is shared among only
a subset of the active users, constituting a sparse structure,
but SCMA users map their incoming bits to multidimensional
constellations to spread their information instead of using the
repetition of QAM over their pre-assigned REs. Therefore,
LDS can be considered as a special class of SCMA.
Multiple-domain NOMA superimposes multiple users in
multiple domain, such as the power domain, the code domain,
and the spatial domain [9]. Pattern division multiple access
(PDMA) [25] and lattice partition multiple access (LPMA)
[26] are two examples of this type of NOMA. In PDMA,
similar to SCMA, the users spread their data over their pre-
assigned REs in a sparse manner. However, unlike SCMA, the
number of REs assigned to each PDMA user can vary. Further,
PDMA users can be multiplexed in power or space domains
as well. When different clusters of users are multiplexed
in different domains, MPA followed by SIC is employed
for detection [9]. In LPMA, power and code domains are
combined to multiplex users. A multilevel lattice code assigns
different lattice codes to different users based on their chan-
nel conditions. At the receiver and similar to power-domain
NOMA, SIC can be used for detection.
The comparison among different NOMA techniques has
been widely studied from different aspects in e.g., [2], [9],
[27]–[29]. It is found in [9] that the structure of power-
domain NOMA is uncomplicated, and thus, it can be combined
with other different technologies like multiple-input multiple
output (MIMO) or cooperative networks. On the other hand,
to order the users based on their channel conditions, clustering
and pairing of users are required, which will add to the
complexity of the system. Code-domain NOMA and Multiple-
domain NOMA do not require the channel conditions of dif-
ferent users. Moreover, the near-optimal MPA detection used
in code-domain and multiple-domain NOMA can perform
better than SIC used in power-domain NOMA, but MPA is
more complex. In addition, the coding that is being used
in code-domain NOMA and some multiple-domain NOMA
techniques suggests some redundancies, which reduces the
spectral efficiency of the system. In [27], it is shown that
compared with PDMA, SCMA achieves a better performance
due to its multidimensional constellation. In [28], the power-
domain NOMA and SCMA are compared from the sum-
rate perspective. The numerical analysis in [28] shows that
SCMA achieves a better sum-rate compared with power-
domain NOMA, but at the cost of a higher system complexity.
A comprehensive study of different NOMA schemes is carried
out in [29]. It is found in [29] that the code-domain NOMA
can achieve a higher robustness and is a better candidate for
massive connectivity. In [2], a systematic overview on the
design of different NOMA schemes along with the related
standardization process for the next generation of wireless
networks are provided. Furthermore, SCMA is presented as
a potential uplink NOMA scheme that is proposed in 3GPP
Release-14 for the system design of the new radio (NR) [2].
Due to the attractive features of code-domain NOMA, and
particulary SCMA, it is important to investigate SCMA from
different aspects. One of the most appealing applications
of SCMA systems is in uplink. In particular, SCMA has
been proposed to support uplink machine-type communication
services [1], [2], [30]. As such, the focus of this paper is on
uplink SCMA systems.
As SCMA users map their incoming bits to multidimen-
sional constellations, designing good multidimensional con-
stellations plays an important role in their performance. In fact,
it is a key feature that distinguishes SCMA from other NOMA
techniques [31]. The design of multidimensional constellation
has been studied for downlink SCMA systems in e.g., [32]–
[40], and for uplink SCMA systems in e.g., [41]–[55]. The
objective of this work is to provide a thorough study on mul-
tidimensional constellations for uplink SCMA systems, and to
highlight their design metrics under various channel scenarios.
The main contributions of the paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We highlight and review the key performance indicators
(KPIs) of multidimensional constellations that should be
considered in their design process under various channel
scenarios.
• We provide an overview of the multidimensional constel-
lations proposed for uplink SCMA systems in [41]–[55]
with their design criteria.
• The performance of those constellations are evaluated
for uncoded, high-rate, and low-rate LTE turbo-coded
SCMA systems over different channel conditions through
extensive simulations.
It is assumed that the channel state information (CSI) is
not available at the transmitter. We use the widely used
near-optimal message passing algorithm in the logarithmic
domain (Log-MPA) [23], [56] for the multi-user detection,
and perform the multiuser detection and the turbo decoding
separately in a concatenated manner as in [24], [41], [57].
All turbo-coded comparisons are performed for bit-interleaved
coded modulation (BICM). Simulation results confirm that
multidimensional constellations that satisfy KPIs of a certain
channel scenario outperform other multidimensional constel-
lations in that scenario. Moreover, the bit error rate (BER)
performance of uncoded systems, and the performance of the
coded systems are tied to their bit-labeling. The performance
of the systems also depends on the behavior of the multi-
user detector at different signal-to-noise ratio regions. We also
present a number of possible research directions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We provide
the uplink SCMA system model in Section II, and the SCMA
multidimensional design approach in Section III. In Section
IV, we introduce the channel models of interest, and review the
KPIs of multidimensional constellations under those channel
scenarios. We then provide an overview of the multidimen-
sional constellations proposed for SCMA systems in Section
V. In Section VI, we evaluate the performance of the system
under different conditions. Section VII concludes the paper,
and suggests some future research directions.
II. UPLINK SCMA SYSTEM MODEL
Consider an uplink SCMA system with K users and N
orthogonal resource elements (REs), where N < K , and each
3Fig. 1. The uplink SCMA system model with K users.
user is assigned to only dv  N REs out of the N REs. In
other words, each user spreads its data over dv REs. Under the
constraint that no two users should be assigned all the same
REs, a system is fully loaded if K =
(N
dv
)
.
The allocation of the dv REs to the k th user is performed
through the N × dv binary user-to-RE mapping matrix, Fk . As
an example, for a fully-loaded system with K = 6, N = 4 and
dv = 2, the user-to-RE mapping matrix of the k th user, can be
Fk =

0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
 . (1)
The N-dimensional binary user-to-RE indicator column vector
for each user is then defined by the column vector sk =
diag (FkFTk ), where a value of 1 in the nth elements of sk
indicates that the nth RE has been assigned to the k th user.
In the previous example, sk = [0 1 0 1]T. That is, user
k is assigned to only two REs out of the four available
REs, namely, the second and the fourth REs. The user-to-RE
indicator matrix, S = [s1 . . . sK ] constitutes an N × K matrix
with each of its columns corresponding to each user with dv
non-zero elements, identifying the dv REs that are assigned
to each user. In a similar vein, each row of S corresponds
to each RE with dc non-zero elements, identifying the users
connected to each RE. By design, dv  N so S is a sparse
matrix. For instance, consider the user-to-RE indicator matrix
of an SCMA system with K = 6, N = 4, and dv = 2:
S =

0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
 . (2)
The first column of S corresponds to the first user, which is
assigned to the second and the fourth REs; the second column
of S corresponds to the second user that is connected to the
first and the third REs, and so on. Furthermore, the first row
of S corresponds to the first RE, which is used by the second,
third, and fifth users.
The uplink SCMA system model is shown in Fig. 1. Let
ak ∈ BKc (B = {0, 1} is the set of binary numbers) denote
the message word of user k that contains a sequence of
independent information bits with the length of Kc . The
message word of each user is fed to its corresponding channel
encoder to produce a codeword of length Nc . In an M-point
signal constellation of each user, each LM = log2 M bits are
represented by one constellation point. The codewords from
the channel encoders are then divided into Ncu = Nc/LM
digital symbols of LM bits each. In essence, Ncu represents
the number of channel uses required to transmit one codeword.
Let ck,i ∈ BLM , k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, i ∈ {1, . . . , Ncu} denote the
ith digital symbol of user k. Each symbol of the k th user
is then mapped to a dv-dimensional complex constellation
point, x˜k,i =
(
x˜1,k,i, . . . , x˜dv,k,i
)T, which is equivalent to a 2dv-
dimensional real constellation point,2 and is selected from a
dv-dimensional complex constellation, Xk , of size M . In other
words, Xk is a dv × M matrix with each of its column cor-
responding to xk,m =
(
x1,k,m, . . . , xdv,k,m
)T, m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
For example, in a 4-point signal constellation, the first column
of Xk represent the constellation point corresponds to 00, the
second column to 01, the third column to 10, and the fourth
column of Xk corresponds to 11. In that case, ck,i = 00 is
mapped to x˜i,k = xk,1, ck,i = 01 to x˜i,k = xk,2, ck,i = 10 to
x˜i,k = xk,3, and ck,i = 11 is mapped to x˜i,k = xk,4.
In an SCMA spreading process, each dv-dimensional com-
plex constellation point, x˜i,k , is coded to an sparse N-
dimensional complex codeword, v˜i,k , through the binary user-
to-RE mapping matrix, Fk . That is, v˜i,k = Fk x˜i,k . The
N-dimensional complex codeword v˜i,k is a sparse vector
with dv  N non-zero entries, and is selected from an
N-dimensional sparse codebook, Vk , of size M . In other
words, Vk is an N × M sparse matrix, and Vk = Fk Xk .3
2From now on, the terms “dv -dimensional complex constellation”, “2dv -
dimensional real constellation”, and “multidimensional constellation” are used
interchangeably.
3To clarify, an SCMA multidimensional constellation point is a dv -
dimensional complex constellation point without the effect of the user-to-RE
mapping matrix. An SCMA codeword is an SCMA multidimensional constel-
lation point with the effect of the user-to-RE mapping matrix. Moreover, in an
SCMA system with the presence of channel coding (coded SCMA), there are
two notions of codewords; one is the binary codeword that is the output of the
channel encoder, and the other is the complex codeword which corresponds
to the output of the SCMA spreading. The set of the complex codewords is
called a codebook.
4Each column of Vk corresponds to one N-dimensional SCMA
sparse codeword, vk,m =
(
v1,k,m, . . . , vN,k,m
)T with dv  N
non-zero entries. The process of SCMA codebook design will
be discussed in details in Section III.
As shown in Fig. 1, the resulant codeword for the kth user,
v˜k,i , is then sent over its corresponding channel. The Rayleigh
fading channel coefficient vector for the kth user over the ith
channel use is denoted by hk,i =
(
h1,k,i, . . . , hN,k,i
)T, where
hn,k,i ∼ CN (0, 1), n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. That is, each channel
coefficient, hn,k,i , has a complex Gaussian distribution with
a mean of 0 and a variance of E
[|hn,k,i |2] = 1. Note that
since each SCMA user spreads its data over dv REs out of the
N available REs, only dv of the channel coefficients in hk,i
are relevant. The positions of those dv channel ceofficeints is
according to the positions of the non-zero elements in Sk , and
the correlation between them depends on the channel model
under study as we will discuss in Section IV-A.
At the receiver in an uplink SCMA system, the N-
dimensional received column vector corresponding to the ith
channel use, yi , can be expressed as
yi =
K∑
k=1
diag
(
hk,i
)
v˜k,i + w
=
K∑
k=1
diag
(
hk,i
)
Fk x˜k,i + w, (3)
where w ∼ CN (0, N0 I) is an N-dimensional vector of in-
dependent and identically distributed complex Gaussian noise
with zero mean and a covariance matrix of N0 I.
Due to the sparsity of SCMA codewords, the widely-used
near-optimal Log-MPA, which is discussed in e.g., [56], is
used to detect the SCMA codewords. The estimated SCMA
codewords are then used to calculate the bit log-likelihood-
ratios (LLRs) (e.g., [57]), which are fed to each channel
decoder to estimate the message word of each user, aˆk .
III. SCMA MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATION
DESIGN
The structure of an SCMA system, S, with K users and N
REs, with the user-to-RE mapping matrix of each user, Fk ,
where each user occupies dv REs, and employs an M-point
N-dimensional codebook, can be written as [41]
S (F ,X;K,M, dv, N) , (4)
where X = {Xk |k = 1, . . . ,K}, and F = [Fk]Kk=1. The SCMA
codebook design problem involves finding the optimum user-
to-RE mapping matrix, F ∗, along with the optimum multidi-
mensional constellation, X∗, and can be defined as
F ∗,X∗ = argmax
F,X
D (S (F ,X;K,M, dv, N)) , (5)
where D is a design criterion. A sub-optimal multi-stage
optimization approach is deployed in [41]–[55] for uplink
SCMA systems that comprises of finding F ∗ first and then X∗.
Moreover, when the system is fully loaded, there is a unique
solution for F ∗ = F . As such, the optimization problem of an
SCMA system is reduced to
X∗ = argmax
X
D (S (F ∗,X;K,M, dv, N)) . (6)
The problem is then to find K different M-point dv-
dimensional complex constellations. To further simplify this
optimization problem, the SCMA multidimensional constel-
lation design can be performed in two steps [24]: Firstly, to
design a dv ×M mother multidimensional constellation X+ (it
follows that each column of X+ represents one constellation
point of the mother constellation, i.e., x+m = (x+1,m, . . . , x+dv,m)T,
m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}), and secondly, to perform some user-specific
unitary rotations on the mother constellation to generate user-
specific multidimensional constellations (e.g., [58]). That is,
Xk = ∆k X+, where ∆k represents a dv × dv user-specific
rotation matrix. Therefore, X = {∆k X+}. The optimization
problem in (6) can be expressed as{
∆∗k
}
,X+∗ = arg max
{∆k },X+
D
(S (F ∗, {∆k X+} ;K,M, dv, N ) ) .
(7)
As a suboptimal approach, the mother constellation and the
user-specific rotations can be found separately [41]. More
particularly, an M-point 2dv-dimensional real mother constel-
lation, X+, is first designed (according to the criteria that will
be discussed in details in Section IV), and then converted to an
M-point 2dv-dimensional complex constellation using a real-
to-complex converter. The dv × dv specific rotation for user k,
∆k, is applied on the complex X+ to create Xk . The allocation
of REs to the k th user is performed through Fk , which is then
applied on the dv-dimensional complex constellation, Xk , to
create the codebook Vk .
Fig. 2 illustrates the sub-optimal process of designing a 4-
point SCMA codebook for user k with N = 4, dv = 2, and
Fk in (1). The 4-point 4-dimensional real mother constellation
points, {x+m}, m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, are labeled by x+1 to x+4 . Each
dimension of the 4-dimensional x+m is a representation of
x+j′,m, j
′ ∈ {1, . . . , 2dv}, and is shown by a square with a
specific pattern. The 4-dimensional real mother constellation
X+ is first designed and then converted to a 4-point 2-
dimensional complex mother constellation. In Fig. 2, each
square of the 2-dimensional complex X+ is a representation
of x+j,m, j ∈ {1, . . . , dv}, dv = 2. The 2×2 specific rotation for
user k, i.e., ∆k, is then applied on the complex X+ to create the
4-point 2-dimensional complex constellation for user k, i.e.,
Xk . The points of Xk are labeled by xk,1, xk,2, xk,3, xk,4 and
tagged by their corresponding digital symbols, 00, 01, 10, and
11. That is, 00 is mapped to xk,1, 01 to xk,2, 10 to xk,3, and
11 is mapped to xk,4. Each dimension of the 2-dimensional
xk,m, i.e., xj,m, in Fig. 2 is represented by a square with a
certain pattern. The binary mapping matrix, Fk is applied on
the 2-dimensional complex constellation, Xk , to create the 4-
dimensional complex codebook, Vk . Each complex codeword
in Fig. 2 is labeled by v1 to v4, tagged by 00, 01, 10, 11, and
represented by four squares. The four squares correspond to
the four REs (N = 4). That is, each square represents vn,k,m,
n ∈ {1, . . . , 4}, k ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, m ∈ {1, . . . , 4}.
Note that the primary purpose of user-specific rotations is
5Fig. 2. Illustration of the sub-optimal SCMA codebook design approach, with
dv = 4, N = 4, M = 4, for each user.
to maintain uniquely decodable symbols for users that collide
at the same RE. This is very important in downlink scenarios,
but in uplink scenarios the channel also introduces random
rotations to constellations, in which case the optimization of
2-dimensional user-specific rotations becomes questionable4.
That being said, the optimization of the mother constellation
X+ has a significant impact on the performance of the SCMA
system.
In the following section, we highlight the key performance
indicators (KPIs) of M-point multidimensional constellations
for SCMA systems that should be considered in their design
process under different channel scenarios. We then provide an
overview of different approaches that have been performed to
design SCMA multidimensional constellations in Section V.
IV. CHANNEL MODELS AND KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
As SCMA has been proposed in a variety of contexts, we
provide different channel scenarios under study in Section
IV-A. We then review the KPIs that should be considered
in the design process of M-point multidimensional mother
constellations in Section IV-B.
A. Channel Models
In uplink SCMA systems, where each user spreads its data
over dv REs, the channel can be categorized based on i) the
4More details on the effect of user-specific rotations are provided in
Appendix A.
correlation between the fading coefficients of the different
REs at each user, and ii) the temporal correlation of the
fading coefficients at each RE at different times. In the first
category, at one extreme we have fully correlated coefficients
(that is, all the coefficients for a user are the same, so no
diversity is attained), which typically occurs when the REs are
adjacent, and at the other extreme, we have fully independent
coefficient, which typically occurs when the REs are far
apart. In the second category, which is particularly relevant
to systems that use channel coding, at one extreme we have
“fast” fading, where fully independent channel coefficients are
observed with each channel use, and at the other extreme we
have slow “quasi-static” fading, where the channel coefficients
remain constant for the duration of the transmission of an
entire codeword.
Recall from Section II that the channel coefficient for the
kth user over the nth RE and for the ith channel use is denoted
by hn,k,i . The channel models under study are as follows:
Case 1: Uncoded fading where each user observes the
same channel coefficients over their REs (FSC). More
precisely, since in uncoded systems there is only one use
of the channel, i.e., Ncu = 1, E[hn,k,1 h∗n′,k,1] = 1, for
n, n′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Case 2: Uncoded fading where each user observes inde-
pendent channel coefficients over their REs (FIC). More
precisely, E[hn,k,1 h∗n′,k,1] = δ[n−n′], where δ[·] denotes
the Kronecker delta function.
Case 3: Coded fast fading where each user observes the
same channel coefficients over their REs (FFSC). More
precisely, E[hn,k,i h∗n′,k,i′] = δ[i− i′], i, i′ ∈ {1, . . . , Ncu}.
Case 4: Coded fast fading where each user observes inde-
pendent channel coefficients over their REs (FFIC). More
precisely, E[hn′,k,i h∗n′,k,i′] = δ[n − n′] δ[i − i′].
Case 5: Coded quasi-static fading where each user ob-
serves the same channel coefficients over their REs
(SFSC). More precisely, E[hn,k,i h∗n′,k,i′] = 1.
Case 6: Coded quasi-static fading where each user ob-
serves independent channel coefficients over their REs
(SFIC). More precisely, E[hn,k,i h∗n′,k,i′] = δ[n − n′].
B. KPIs
In this section, we highlight the KPIs that should be con-
sidered in the design process of an M-point 2dv-dimensional
mother constellation, X+, under different channel scenarios.
For notational brevity, we drop the superscript + from X+,
and denote a 2dv-dimensional real mother constellation by X.
Each constellation point is then represented by xm.
Multidimensional constellations can be projected onto a
set of orthogonal 2-dimensional signal spaces (i.e., the I
and Q channels) where each projection can be transmitted
independently (e.g., [59]). We represent the projection of the
jth complex element of xm onto two dimensions by xmj ,
1 ≤ j ≤ dv . For a scenario with dv = 2, consider the 4-
point 4-dimensional constellation in Table I. As we see, 00 is
mapped to (1, 0, 0, 0), 01 to (0, 0, 0, 1), 10 to (0, 0, 0,−1), and
11 to (−1, 0, 0, 0). The projection of each constellation point
onto the first pre-assigned RE (RE1) and onto the second pre-
6TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE OF A 4-POINT 4-DIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATION
xm xm1 xm2
00 (1, 0, 0, 0) 1 + 0i 0 + 0i
01 (0, 0, 0, 1) 0 + 0i 0 + 1i
10 (0, 0, 0,−1) 0 + 0i 0 − 1i
11 (−1, 0, 0, 0) −1 + 0i 0 + 0i
Fig. 3. The projection of a 4-point 4-dimensional constellation onto the first
pre-assigned RE (RE1), and the second pre-assigned RE (RE2).
assigned RE (RE2) are denoted by xm1 and xm2 in Table I,
and depicted in Fig. 3.
The average symbol energy of a constellation is defined as
Es =
1
M
M∑
m=1
‖xm‖2. (8)
In this paper, we have normalized the energies of all constel-
lations to unity in order to provide a consistent comparison.
The KPIs of M-point 2dv-dimensional constellations that
significantly impact the performance of SCMA systems over
different channel scenarios are as follows:
1) Euclidian Distance: The Euclidian distance between two
constellation points, xm and xm′ , 1 ≤ m < m′ ≤ M , is
dmm
′
E = ‖xm − xm′ ‖ , (9)
The minimum Euclidian distance of a constellation is defined
as
dE, min = min
{
dmm
′
E | 1 ≤ m < m′ ≤ M
}
. (10)
It is known that the minimum Euclidian distance of a con-
stellation is a KPI in AWGN channels [60]–[62]. Moreover,
in fading scenarios with dv adjacent REs (dependent fading)
since the constellation points over the dv REs are rotated and
scaled by the same values (the same channel coefficients), the
relative Euclidian distance between the constellation points
remains intact. As such, dE, min is an important factor in FSC,
FFSC, SFSC.
2) Euclidian Kissing Number: The Euclidian kissing num-
ber, τE , is defined as the average number of constellation pairs
at the minimum Euclidian distance dE, min, and is a KPI in
FSC, FFSC, and SFSC.
3) Product Distance: The product distance between two
dv-dimensional complex constellation points, xm and xm′ , is
defined as [60]
dmm
′
P =
∏
j∈Jmm′
xmj − xm′ j  , (11)
where xmj and xm′ j are the jth complex element of xm
and xm′ , respectively. Moreover, Jmm′ denotes the set of
dimensions, j, for which xmj , xm′ j , i.e.,
Jmm′ =
{
j | xmj , xm′ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ dv
}
. (12)
The minimum product distance is
dP, min = min
{
dmm
′
P | 1 ≤ m < m′ ≤ M
}
. (13)
It is known from [62]–[64] that maximizing the minimum
product distance of the constellation points has an important
impact on the performance of the system in fading scenarios
with dv non-adjacent REs (independent fading), i.e., FIC,
FFIC, SFIC, especially at high SNRs.
4) Product Kissing Number: The product kissing number,
τP , is defined as the average number of constellation pairs
at the minimum product distance dP, min. It is shown in
[63] that τP is one of the dominant factors in the symbol
error probability of a multidimensional constellation in fading
scenarios with dv non-adjacent REs, i.e., FIC, FFIC, SFIC.
5) Modulation Diversity Order: The modulation/signal
space diversity order, L, of a multidimensional constellation
is defined as the minimum number of distinct components
between any two constellation points [64]. In other words, L
is the minimum Hamming distance between any two different
constellation points. That is,
L = min {dH (xm, xm′) | 1 ≤ m < m′ ≤ M} , (14)
where dH (xm, xm′) represents the Hamming distance between
xm and xm′ , i.e., the cardinality of Jmm′ in (12). It is known
(e.g., [62], [64], [65]) that L plays an important role in fading
channels with dv non-adjacent REs, i.e., FIC, FFIC, SFIC.5
6) Number of Distinct Points: In SCMA systems, the
average number of distinct points, Nd , 0 < Nd ≤ M , along the
projections of an M-point 2dv-dimensional constellation onto
two dimensions (I and Q channels) is a KPI in most scenarios,
and is defined as
Nd =
1
dv
dv∑
j=1
M∑
m=1
δ
[ ∑
m′<m
C
(xmj − xm′ j ) ] , (15)
where
C (z) =
{
1 if z = 0
0 if z , 0 , (16)
and δ[·] denotes the Kronecker delta function.
For the constellation provided in Table I and depicted in
Fig. 3, it is clear that both 01 and 10 overlap over RE1, and
both 00 and 11 overlap over RE2. Referring to (15), for this
constellation Nd = 3.
5It is worthwhile to note that the fading channel diversity order is equal
to L in fading channels with dv non-adjacent REs, i.e., FIC, FFIC, SFIC,
whereas the fading channel diversity order is equal to 1 in fading channels
with dv adjacent REs, i.e., FSC, FFSC, SFSC.
7As we will discuss later in Section VI, in general, the higher
Nd , the better the performance. That is, if there is an overlap
among different symbols, i.e., Nd , M , in a scenario where
one of the REs is in a deep fade, the transmitted symbol cannot
easily be recovered from other REs.
7) Bit-labeling: In uncoded systems, the mapping function
that maps the incoming bits to each constellation point, i.e.,
bit-labeling, has an impact on the BER performance. However,
bit-labeling has no impact on the symbol error performance
(SER) of uncoded systems [60]. In coded systems, bit-labeling
plays an important role on the system performance in different
channel scenarios (e.g., [66]). This can be due to the fact that
in many coded systems, the output of the detector is used
to calculate the bit LLRs, which are then fed to the channel
decoder. As such, the BER performance of the uncoded
system gives some indication of the system performance in
the presence of the channel coding.
Bit-labeling for BICM has been studied widely e.g., [65],
[67]–[72]. In [72], it is conjectured that Gray labeling maxi-
mizes the capacity of BICM. In Gray labeling, two points in
the constellations that are adjacent (in terms of the Euclidian
distance) must differ in only one bit position. The multidimen-
sional constellations based on hypercubes, e.g., constellations
constructed similar to [64], with Gray labeling provide an
equal error protection among their different bit levels. As
such, they perform well when employed in conjunction with
BICM. Note that by Gray labeling of the 2dv-dimensional
constellation, we mean Gray labeling in the 2dv-dimensional
space, and not necessarily Gray labeling along the projection
of the constellation along two dimensions.
In addition to the KPIs mentioned above, the behavior of the
multi-user detector at different SNR regions can accordingly
effect the behavior of constellations in different scenarios.
Moreover, the code rate has a significant impact on the system
performance.
V. OVERVIEW OF SCMA MULTIDIMENSIONAL
CONSTELLATIONS
In this section, we provide an overview of the M-point
2dv-dimensional real constellations for uplink SCMA systems
proposed in [16], [41]–[55] for M ∈ {4, 16}, and dv = 2. That
is, each user sends its data over two REs only6.
The M-point 2dv-dimensional constellations under study are
as follows:
1) M-LDS: The repetition of an M-QAM constellation over
the 2 REs, which is referred as M-LDS [16]. In Fig. 4(a),
we show the projection of 4-LDS with magenta left-pointing
triangles over RE1 and RE2. As an example, with a Gray
labeling, to transmit 11 a user would send (−1/2,−1/2) over
both RE1 and RE2. Likewise, we depict the projection of 16-
LDS with magenta left-pointing triangles over RE1 and RE2
in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively.
6Note that most of the constellations proposed for SCMA systems are given
for M ∈ {4, 16}, dv = 2. As an essential purpose of SCMA systems is to
support massive connectivity in IoT applications [73], and not increasing the
throughput of individual users, M ∈ {4, 16} is a fair assumption. In addition,
as the user-to-RE indicator matrix for an SCMA system is required to be a
sparse matrix, dv = 2 is an important scenario.
2) TMQAM: The constellation proposed in [41], [42].
Inspired by [64], the design process of this constellation
involves a shuffling method that establishes a dv-dimensional
complex constellations from the Cartesian product of two
dv-dimensional real constellations with a desired Euclidian
distance profile. A unitary rotation matrix is then applied
to maximize the minimum product distance, dP, min, of the
2dv-dimensional constellation. This M-point constellation was
named as TMQAM when it was proposed in [41], [42].
We show the projections of T4QAM onto two dimensions
with red circles in Fig. 4(b). Each user maps the incoming
bitstreams onto the constellation with red circles in Fig. 4(b)
in order to send them over RE1 and RE2. For example, to
transmit 11, the user would send (−3/√10, 0) on its first
RE and (−1/√10, 0) on its second RE. Furthermore, we
show the projections of T16QAM onto two dimensions for
the two REs with red circles in Fig. 5(c)–Fig. 5(d). As an
example, with a Gray labeling to transmit 1111, the user sends
(−3√5/10,−3√5/10) and (−√5/10,−√5/10) on its RE1 and
its RE2, respectively.
It is worth to note that the mother constellation of the
widely used (e.g., [57], [74]–[78]) SCMA codebook that is
represented in [79], and later described in [43], is in fact
the T4QAM constellation. However, in [43], [79] the 2-
dimensional components of the mother constellation are then
rotated according to the Latin square criterion [80] to obtain
multidimensional constellations that are different for different
users. Furthermore, the 4-point mother constellation that is
proposed in [44] is similar to T4QAM, and is rotated according
to [58] to differentiate the users. As mentioned earlier, the
value of the 2-dimensional user-specific rotations becomes
questionable in uplink scenarios. In addition, the codebook
that is proposed in [45] is based on the technique devised in
[64], and is expected to result in a constellation similar to
TMQAM.
3) MLQAM: The constellation with a low number of
projection that is proposed in [41], [42], and given in [46]. We
refer to the M-point constellation in [41], [42] as MLQAM
(QAM with a low number of projections). Similar to TMQAM,
the design process of MLQAM associates with a shuffling
method that constitutes a dv-dimensional complex constella-
tions from the Cartesian product of two dv-dimensional real
constellations. That said, unlike TMQAM, a unitary rotation
matrix is then applied to lower the number of projected points
over each RE, which, in turn, decreases the computational
complexity of the detector [81].
We show the projections of 4LQAM onto two dimensions
over RE1 and RE2 with blue asterisks in Fig. 4(c). As we
see in Fig. 4(c), 4 points of the constellation are mapped to
Nd = 2 points only. That is, with Gray labeling, both 00
and 01 are mapped to (−√2/2, 0), and both 10 and 11 are
mapped to (√2/2, 0) over RE1. Moreover, both 00 and 10 are
mapped to (0,−√2/2), and both 01 and 11 are mapped to
(0,√2/2) over RE2. As such, the MPA detection computational
complexity [41] can be reduced from 4dc to 2dc . The 4LQAM
constellation in Fig. 4(c) can be considered as the transmission
of two independent BPSK constellations on each RE. In a
similar vein, we depict the projections of 16LQAM onto two
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Fig. 4. The projection of 4-point 4-dimensional constellations over RE1 and RE2: (a) 4-LDS, (b) T4QAM, (c) 4LQAM, (d) 4-Bao, (e) 4CQAM, and (f)
4-Beko.
dimensions over RE1 and RE2 with blue asterisks in Fig.
5(e) and Fig. 5(f), respectively. It is clear that 16 points
of the constellation are mapped to only Nd = 9 points in
each 2-dimensional component. Therefore, the MPA detection
computational complexity can be reduced from 16dc to 9dc .
Nevertheless, as we will discuss in Section VI, 4LQAM
and 16LQAM introduce performance degradations in some
scenarios.
4) M-Bao: The constellation proposed for SCMA systems
over Rayleigh fading channels with dv non-adjacent REs, i.e.,
FIC (Case 2), in [47] that is based on the rotation of QAM
constellations. The rotation matrices are obtained through
computer search inspired by the approaches in [82], [83] in
order to maximize the cutoff rate of the equivalent MIMO
systems. This exhaustive search is only feasible if dc ≤ 3. We
name the M-point constellation proposed in [47] as M-Bao.
We depict the projection of four-dimensional 4-Bao onto
two dimensions over RE1 and RE2 with cyan squares in Fig.
4(d). With a Gray labeling, to send 01, the user would send
(0.5019, 0.4981) over RE1, and (−0.5019,−0.4981) over RE2.
Further, we show the projection of four-dimensional 16-Bao
onto two dimensions over RE1 and RE2 with cyan squares in
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. For instance, with a Gray
labeling, to send 0001, the user would send (0.3876,−0.8148)
and (−0.1890,−0.3876) over RE1 and RE2, respectively.
In [48], the spherical codes are proposed for SCMA systems
that are based on the constellations in [84], [85]. It was
later shown in [47] by similar authors that M-Bao in [47]
outperforms the spherical codes in [48].
5) 16HQAM: By investigating T16QAM, 16LQAM, and
16-Bao, we notice they all are based on the Cartesian product
of two 4-QAM constellations that are rotated using different
unitary rotations to fulfill different aforementioned require-
ments. The Cartesian product of two 4-QAM constellations
constitutes the 16 corners of the four-dimensional hyper-
cube. We name the 16-point four-dimensional hypercube-
based QAM as 16HQAM, and depict its projection onto two
dimensions over RE1 and RE2 with brown crosses in Fig. 6(c)
and Fig. 6(d), respectively. As we see, the 16 points of the
constellations are mapped to Nd = 4 points only, which can
result in a reduction of MPA detection complexity from 16dc
to 4dc . That said, as we discuss in Section VI, the performance
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Fig. 5. The projection of 16-point 4-dimensional constellations over RE1 and RE2: (a) 16-LDS over RE1, (b) 16-LDS over RE2, (c) T16QAM over RE1, (d)
T16QAM over RE2, (f) 16LQAM over RE1, and (f) 16LQAM over RE2.
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Fig. 6. The projection of 16-point 4-dimensional constellations over RE1 and RE2: (a) 16-Bao over RE1, (b) 16-Bao over RE2, (c) 16HQAM over RE1, (d)
16HQAM over RE2, (e) 16CQAM over RE1, and (f) 16CQAM over RE2.
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of H16QAM will be penalized in some scenarios by its low
number of distinct points.
6) MCQAM: The circular QAM constellation proposed in
[46]. We refer to M-point circular QAM constellation as
MCQAM. MCQAM is based on the analysis of the signal-
space diversity for MIMO systems over Rayleigh fading
channels in [32], [47], but it also obtains a low number of
projections per complex dimension.
We show the projection of 4CQAM7 over RE1 and RE2
with black points in Fig. 4(e). As we see, the 4 points of the
constellation are mapped to Nd = 3 points. More specifically,
with a Gray labeling, in order to transmit over RE1, both
01 and 10 are mapped to (0, 0), 00 is mapped to (1, 0), and
11 is mapped to (−1, 0). On the other hand, to transmit over
RE2, both 00 and 11 are mapped to (0, 0), 01 is mapped to
(1, 0), and 10 is mapped to (−1, 0). Hence, the MPA detection
computational complexity can be reduced from 4dc to 3dc .
Similarly, we depict the projection of 16CQAM over RE1 and
RE2 with black points in Fig. 6(e) and Fig. 6(f), respectively.
We observe that the 16 points of the constellation are mapped
to Nd = 9 points only. The MPA detection computation
is proportional to 9dc instead of 16dc . However, akin to
MLQAM and 16HQAM, MCQM suffers from a performance
degradation in some scenarios (as will be discussed in Section
VI).
In [49], an adaptive codebook design and assignment is
proposed for SCMA systems that aims to reduce the energy
consumption caused by the detection process. The proposed
mother constellation has a similar structure as the CQAM
constellation. The two-dimensional user-specific rotations are
then applied to differentiate the users. As mentioned earlier in
Section III, those user-specific rotations become questionable
in uplink scenarios.
7) AM,Nd : The M-point constellation proposed in [50]
with a desired Nd distinct points, and is referred as AM,Nd .
Based on the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart, it
is shown in [50] that the impact of the constellation and
labeling on a single-user system is consistent with that on
a multiuser system. In other words, a good constellation
and labeling for a single-user system is also good for the
multiuser case. A multistage optimization for designing a 2dv-
dimensional constellation with a low number of projections
is then proposed that consists of the following main steps:
1) For a desired Nd , a one-dimensional constellation, A,
with a good average mutual information (AMI), is used as
a base constellation. The Nd amplitude phase-shift keying
(Nd-APSK) constellation can be constructed using the general
APSK procedure in [87], and provides a good AMI. Hence,
it is used as the base constellation. 2) Based on the one-
dimensional A, a 2dv-dimensional constellation is constructed
using a permutation function that is provided in [50]. 3) An
appropriate labeling based on the EXIT chart is then optimized
for the resultant 2dv-dimensional constellation.
As an example, we show the projection of the 16-point
4-dimensional constellation proposed in [50] with Nd = 5,
7This constellation is also provided in [86].
i.e., A16,5, over RE1 and RE2 in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b),
respectively.
In [51], an M-point constellation with low number of
projections is proposed for non-binary low density parity check
(LDPC) coded SCMA that aims to maximize the minimum
Euclidian distance, dE, min, between the constellation points.
As mentioned in Section IV-B, maximizing dE, min is not a
KPI in fading scenarios with independent fading over the dv
REs.
8) M-Beko: The M-point constellation proposed in [61] for
uncoded systems over AWGN channels, by minimizing the
average symbol energy for a given dE, min between constella-
tion points. The design of this constellation is formulated as
a non-convex optimization problem that is tackled by solving
a sequence of convex optimization problems. The indicated
constellation is later used in the context of SCMA systems in
[52]. We name the M-point constellation proposed in [61] as
M-Beko8.
We depict the projection of 4-Beko onto two dimensions
with green plus signs over RE1 and RE2 in Fig. 4(f). As an
example, to transmit 11 the user sends (0.7543, 0.3852) and
(−0.3993, 0.3509) over RE1 and RE2, respectively. In a similar
vein, we show projection of 16-Beko onto two dimensions
with green plus signs over RE1 and RE2 in Fig. 7(c) and Fig.
7(d), respectively. As we see in Fig. 4(f) and Fig. 7(c)–7(d),
M-Beko is an irregular constellation that does not fall on a
grid. This can result in a more complex detection process.
9) M-Peng: An M-point codebook that is proposed for
uncoded SCMA systems over AWGN channels in [53], and
we refer to it as M-Peng. Unlike most of the constellations
proposed so far in the context of SCMA systems, M-Peng
is not based on a mother constellation that is common to all
users, but instead is designed by maximizing dE, min between
constellation points of all users for a power constraint. The
design of this constellation is formulated as a non-convex
optimization problem that is tackled by using the semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) [88] technique.
For a scenario with K = 3 users and dv = 2, we depict
the 4-Peng constellation over RE1 and RE2 in Fig. 7(e) and
Fig. 7(f), respectively. As we see in Fig. 7(e)–7(f), similar to
M-Beko, M-Peng is an irregular constellation, which can lead
to a more complex detection process.
In [54], an M-point constellation is proposed using a genetic
algorithm for uncoded SCMA systems over AWGN channels.
The constellation in [54] aims to maximize dE, min between
the constellation points for a fixed average energy. This
constellation results in two pairs of antipodal codewords, that
are then rotated by a 2-dimensional user-specific rotations.
Once again, the impact of those user-specific rotations will
disappear in the uplink fading scenarios. It is also shown in
[54] that the proposed constellation does not perform well in
fading scenarios.
10) M-PSCMA: The M-point permutation-based SCMA
that which we name as M-PSCMA, is proposed in [55]
for uncoded SCMA systems. A similar idea was originally
8This constellation is available for different dimensions at the posted URL
in [61].
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Fig. 7. The projection of 4-dimensional constellations over RE1 and RE2: (a) A16,5 over RE1, (b) A16,5 over RE2, (c) 16-Beko over RE1, (d) 16-Beko over
RE2, (e) 4-Peng over RE1, and (f) 4-Peng over RE2.
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Fig. 8. The projection of 4-PSCMA over (a) RE1, (b) RE2, (c) RE3, and (d) RE4.
employed in the context of CDMA and OFDM in [89]–[91].
Unlike the conventional SCMA systems, each PSCMA user
is not assigned to a fixed user-to-RE mapping matrix, Fk ; the
position of the non-zero elements in the user-to-RE mapping
matrix for each PSCMA user is based on the permutation that
is a function of the transmitted bit streams. In other words, the
codebook of each user changes with the incoming bits, and
therefore MPA cannot be used as the detection algorithm. A
low complexity detector is then developed based on an iterative
decoding algorithm in [92].
For a scenario with K = 6, N = 4, and dv = 2, we depict
the 4-PSCMA constellation in Fig. 8. All users have an access
to the all the available REs. However, they choose 2 out of the
4 REs according to their incoming bit streams. For instance,
User 1 employs RE1 and RE2 to send 00 and 11, while it
employs RE3 and RE4 to send 01 and 10. User 2 employs
RE2 and RE3 to send 00 and 11, while it employs RE1 and
RE4 to send 01 and 10. User 3 employs RE1 and RE3 to send
00 and 11, while it employs RE2 and RE4 to send 01 and 10.
The codebook of User 4 is the same as the codebook of User
1 except it is rotated by a phase shift of pi/2. Similarly, the
codebooks of User 5 and User 6 are the same as the codebook
of User 2 and User 3, respectively, but after a rotation of pi/2.
As mentioned before, the pi/2 phase shift loses its importance
in the uplink scenarios.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first provide the KPIs (Section IV-B) of
an important subset9 of the constellations described in Section
V, namely, M-LDS (Section V-1), T-MQAM (Section V-2),
MLQAM (Section V-3), M-Bao (Section V-4), 16HQAM
(Section V-5), MCQAM (Section V-6), and M-Beko (Section
V-8). We then evaluate the performance of those constellations
over the different channel models presented in Section IV-A
through extensive MATLAB simulations. For convenience, in
our all performance evaluation curves, we stick with the same
9In our simulations, we did not assess the performance of the M-Peng,
ANm,Nd , and M-PSCMA constellations due to the following reasons: The
design of the M-Peng constellation depends on K and N [53], and we did
not have access to this constellation designed for our system parameters.
The ANm,Nd constellation is designed specifically for BICM with iterative
decoding and detection [50]. However, we use non-iterative detection and
decoding in our simulations. Also, the M-PSCMA constellation requires a
special receiver [55], and to maintain focus, we only use MPA with non-
iterative detection and decoding.
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TABLE II
KPIS OF 4-POINT CONSTELLATIONS
d2E,min τE d
2
P,min τP L Nd Gray-labeled
T4QAM 2 2 0.64 2 2 4 Yes
4LQAM 2 2 2 2 1 2 Yes
4CQAM 2 2 1 2 1 3 Yes
4-Beko  2.67 3  0.29 1/2 2 4 No
4-Bao 2 2  1 2 2 4 Yes
4-LDS 2 2 1 2 2 4 Yes
TABLE III
KPIS OF 16-POINT CONSTELLATIONS
d2E,min τE d
2
P,min τP L Nd Gray-labeled
T16QAM 1 4 0.16 4 2 16 Yes
16LQAM 1 4 0.25 4 1 9 Yes
16HQAM 1 4 1 8 1 4 Yes
16CQAM  1.03 2  0.21 2 1 9 No
16-Beko  1.30 7.75  0.02 1/8 2 16 No
16-Bao 1 4 0.25 4 2 16 Yes
16-LDS 0.4 3 0.04 3 2 16 Yes
color/line specification as in Fig. 5–Fig. 6 and Fig. 7(c)–7(d).
That is, the M-LDS constellation is represented by magenta
left-pointing triangles, TMQAM by red circles, MLQAM by
blue asterisks, M-Bao by cyan squares, 16HQAM by brown
crosses, MCQAM by black points, and M-Beko by green plus
signs.
A. Constellations from the Standpoint of KPIs
As discussed in Section IV-B, the KPIs of M-point 2dv-
dimensional constellations over different channel scenarios
under study are as follows: The minimum Euclidian dis-
tance, dE, min, the Euclidian kissing number, τE , the minimum
product distance, dP, min, the product kissing number, τP , the
modulation diversity order, L, the number of distinct points,
Nd , and whether the constellation is Gray-labeled or not.
We provide those properties of the 4-point and 16-point 4-
dimensional constellations under study in Table II and Table
III, respectively. From Table II and Table III, we observe the
following:
• 4-Beko and 16-Beko have the highest dE, min compared
with the other 4-point and 16-point constellations. This
is due to the fact that these constellations are proposed
for AWGN channels, wherein dE, min is a KPI, and has
been explicitly considered in the design process [61].
This notwithstanding, both 4-Beko and 16-Beko also have
the highest τE compared with other 4-point and 16-point
constellations, which as we will discuss later, results in a
performance degradation in some scenarios.
• From Section V, there are number of overlaps among
the projections of the constellation points in MLQAM,
16HQAM, and MCQAM. As such, the modulation di-
versity order of MLQAM, 16HQAM, and MCQAM is
L = 1. Moreover, from (15), Nd of the constellations are
attained.
• As mentioned in Section V-4, M-Bao is proposed for
FIC scenarios. As dP, min is a KPI in FIC, both 4-Bao
and 16-Bao have the highest dP, min compared with other
constellations with L = 2.
• Due to the structure of M-Beko, it is not possible to
use Gray labeling. Also, 16CQAM was not Gray-labeled
when proposed in [46].
In what follows, we evaluate the performance of different
constellations introduced in Section V under different channel
scenarios described in Section IV. Since the 2-dimensional
user-specific rotations lose their importance in uplink sce-
narios, we assume all users employ the same constellations
as the mother constellations provided in Section V. We set
K = 6, N = 4, dv = 2, dc = 3,10 with a single antenna at all
transmitters, and a single antenna at the receiver. We also use
the user-to-RE indicator matrix provided in (2), set 3 MPA
iterations for the 4-point constellations, and 5 MPA iterations
for the 16-point constellations [78].
B. Uncoded Scenarios
In this section, we assess the SER and the BER performance
of 4-point and 16-point 4-dimensional constellations with
respect to SNR, that is defined as in (17), over FSC (Case
1) and FIC (Case 2). We define SNR as the average energy
per bit of the constellation divided by the noise variance. That
is,
SNR =
Es
LM N0
=
Eb
N0
, (17)
where Eb denotes the average energy per uncoded bit of the
constellation, as Es is given by (8).
1) SER performance: In Fig. 9(a)–9(b), we compare the
SER performance of uncoded SCMA systems with different
4-point and 16-point constellations over FSC channels (Case
1). As discussed in Section IV-B, the number of distinct points,
Nd , the minimum Euclidian distance, dE,min, and the Euclidian
kissing number, τE , are the KPIs for the FSC scenario. Since
in FSC, each user observes the same channel coefficients over
the dv = 2 REs, we expect that the channel diversity order to
be 1, i.e., a change of 10 dB in Eb/N0 per a change of one
decade in SER [94].
As shown in Fig. 9(a), we note that amongst the 4-point
constellations, the 4-Beko constellation (Section V-8), which
is carefully designed for the AWGN in [61], performs the
best in this scenario. As from Table II, 4-Beko (Section V-8)
has Nd = 4, the highest dE,min, and a comparable τE with
other 4-point constellations. Moreover, from Table II, since 4-
Bao (Section V-4), 4-LDS (Section V-1), and T4QAM (Section
V-2) have Nd = 4 and the same dE,min and τE , they behave
similarly in FSC. However, 4CQAM (Section V-6) performs
slightly worse due to its Nd = 3. We also observe that 4LQAM
(Section V-3) has the lowest Nd = 2, and thus falls behind the
other constellations in this scenario.
Amidst the 16-point constellations, we notice that 16-Beko
(Section V-8), T16QAM (Section V-2), and 16-Bao (Section
10Note that this has been the most common set up so far in different contexts
of SCMA systems e.g., [24], [41], [46]–[48], [57], [74], [75], [77], [78], [93].
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Fig. 9. SER performance of uncoded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over FSC (Case 1), (b) 16-point constellations over FSC (Case 1), (c)
4-point constellations over FIC (Case 2), and (d) 16-point constellations over FIC (Case 2).
V-4) outperform the other constellations in Fig. 9(b). Referring
to Table III, 16-Beko, T16QAM, 16-Bao, and 16-LDS (Section
V-1) have an Nd of 16. However, we observe in Fig. 9(b) that
16-LDS lags behind 16-Beko, T16QAM, and 16-Bao due to its
lower dE,min. Further, although 16-Beko has the highest dE,min
compared with the others, it is also with the highest τE . As
such, it performs similar to T16QAM and 16-Bao (which have
the same dE,min and τE ). We also note that 16HQAM (Section
V-5) has the lowest Nd = 4, and thus it stays behind all the
other constellations in this scenario.
We depict the SER performance of uncoded SCMA systems
with different 4-point and 16-point constellations over FIC
channels (Case 2) in Fig. 9(c) and Fig. 9(d), respectively. As
addressed in Section IV-B, Nd , the modulation diversity order,
L, the minimum product distance, dP,min, and the product
kissing number, τP , are the KPIs for the FIC scenario. Since
in FIC, each user observes different channel coefficients over
the dv = 2 REs, the channel diversity order is 2, i.e., a change
of 5 dB in Eb/N0 per a change of one decade in SER.
Fig. 9(c) shows the 4-point constellations in the FIC sce-
nario. From Table II, 4-Bao, 4-LDS, T4QAM, and 4-Beko
have L = 2 and Nd = 4, and so perform similarly. Among
these constellations, 4-Bao and 4-LDS have the highest dP,min
and the same τP , and as such, they outperform the others.
Moreover, compared with the constellations with L = 2, the
performance of 4-Beko is degraded by its lowest dP,min. Also,
since 4LQAM has the lowest Nd and L compared with the
others, it lags behind them.
As Fig. 9(d) presents, amidst the 16-point constellations, 16-
Bao beats the others over the FIC scenario. Referring to Table
III, 16-Bao, T16QAM, 16-Beko, and 16-LDS have L = 2 and
Nd = 16. Among these constellations, we see that 16-Bao
has the highest dP,min and the same τP as T16QAM and 16-
LDS. As such, it outperforms the others. Note that although
16-LDS has a slightly higher dP,min compared with 16-Beko,
it still stays behind it due to its higher τP . Further, 16HQAM
performs very poorly in this scenario due its low L and Nd .
2) BER performance: We compare the BER performance
of uncoded SCMA systems introduced in Section VI-B1, in
Fig. 10(a)–10(d). As mentioned in Section IV-B, in addition to
the KPIs for the SER performance of FSC and FIC scenarios
mentioned above, bit-labeling has a significant impact on
the BER performance of uncoded systems. Moreover, the
behavior of the multi-user detector at different SNRs affects
the performance of the system. For the illustrative purpose,
the BER performance of the uncoded systems at low SNRs
is magnified in Fig. 10(a)–10(d). We note that the presence
of multi-user interference (MUI) changes the ordering of the
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Fig. 10. BER performance of uncoded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over FSC (Case 1), (b) 16-point constellations over FSC, (c) 4-point
constellations over FIC (Case 2), and (d) 16-point constellations over FIC.
BER curves at low SNRs.
From Table II and Table III, M-Beko and 16CQAM con-
stellations are not Gray-labeled. Therefore, we observe in
Fig. 10(a)–10(d) that compared with their SER performance,
M-Beko and 16CQAM perform differently with respect to
other constellations. For instance, we see in Fig. 10(a) and
Fig. 10(b) that unlike their SER performance in Fig. 9(a) and
Fig. 9(b), 4-Beko and 16-Beko do not outperform the other
constellations.
C. High-Rate Turbo-coded Scenarios
In this section, we evaluate the frame error rate (FER)
performance of high-rate turbo-coded SCMA systems with 4-
point and 16-point 4-dimensional constellations with respect
to SNR over FFSC (Case 3), FFIC (Case 4), SFSC (Case 5),
and SFIC (Case 6). We define SNR as the average energy per
message bit of the constellation divided by the noise variance.
That is,
SNR =
Es
R LM N0
=
Emb
N0
, (18)
where Emb denotes the average energy per bit of the constel-
lation, and R is the rate of the turbo code.
We employ an LTE turbo code [95] with a rate of R = 5/6
and a codeword length of Nc = 120. In our simulations, we
use 4 turbo iterations. We use the turbo encoder followed by
the rate-matcher used in the LTE standard in [95]. The LTE
rate-matcher includes interleaving between the encoder and
the signal mapper and is described in [95]. Interested readers
can refer to [96] for more information about implementing the
LTE turbo code at different rates.
Fig. 11(a)–11(b) show the FER performance of turbo-coded
SCMA systems with R = 5/6 and different 4-point and 16-
point constellations for the FFSC scenario. As discussed in
Section IV-B, the type of bit-labeling, the SNR operating
region, Nd , dE,min, and τE are the KPIs for this scenario.
Amongst the 4-point constellations, we note that 4-LDS
is the best choice in Fig. 11(a). It is worthwhile to note
that 4-Bao lags behind 4-LDS in this scenario. This can be
justified through the BER performance of uncoded systems
at mid-range SNRs in Fig. 10(a).11 Moreover, similar to the
BER performance in uncoded system in Fig. 10(a), although
from Table II, 4-Beko has Nd = 4, the highest dE,min, and a
comparable τE with the other 4-point constellations, it does
not perform as well as 4-LDS due to its bit-labeling. We
11Of note, the energy per message bit in Fig. 11(a) and the energy per
uncoded bit in Fig. 10(a) are related by 10 log (R).
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Fig. 11. FER performance of R = 5/6 turbo-coded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over FFSC (Case 3), (b) 16-point constellations over FFSC,
(c) 4-point constellations over FFIC (Case 4), and (d) 16-point constellations over FFIC.
also observe that 4LQAM has the lowest Nd = 2, and thus
falls behind the others. On the other hand, amidst the 16-
point constellations, we notice that 16-Bao and T16QAM
outperform the others in Fig. 11(b). Referring to Table III,
16-Beko, T16QAM, 16-Bao, and 16-LDS have Nd = 16.
However, we observe in Fig. 11(b) that 16-LDS lags behind
T16QAM, 16-Bao, 16-Beko due to its comparable τE , and
its lowest dE,min. Further, although 16-Beko has the highest
dE,min, it also has the highest τE , and is not Gray-labeled. As
such, it lags behind 16-Bao and T16QAM. We also note that
similar to the FSC case (Fig. 9(b)), 16HQAM has the lowest
Nd = 4, and thus it stays behind all the other constellations in
this scenario.
We depict the FER performance of turbo-coded SCMA
systems with R = 5/6 and different 4-point and 16-point
constellations over FFIC channels in Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d),
respectively. As addressed in Section IV-B, the type of bit-
labeling, the SNR operating region, Nd , L, dp,min, and τp are
the KPIs for the FFIC scenario.
As Fig. 11(c) shows, amongst the 4-point constellations, 4-
LDS and 4-Bao outperform the others in the FFIC scenario.
Following the similar illustration as in the FIC case (Fig. 9(c))
and from Table II, 4-Bao, 4-LDS, T4QAM, and 4-Beko have
the highest L with Nd = 4. Among these constellations, 4-
Bao and 4-LDS have the highest dP,min and the same τP . As
such, both 4-Bao and 4-LDS outperform the others. Moreover,
compared with the other constellations with L = 2, the
performance of 4-Beko is deteriorated by its lowest dP,min and
its bit-labeling. Also, similar to the FIC case, since 4LQAM
has the lowest Nd and L, it lags behind the others. As
Fig. 11(d) presents, amidst the 16-point constellations, 16-
Bao and T16QAM beat the others over the FFIC scenario.
As for the FIC case (Fig. 9(d)), and by referring to Table III,
16-Bao, T16QAM, 16-Beko, and 16-LDS have the highest L
with Nd = 16. Among these, we see that 16-Bao has the
highest dP,min, a comparable τP with T16QAM and 16-LDS,
and a similar bit-labeling. Moreover, 16HQAM performs very
poorly in this scenario due its lowest L and lowest Nd .
In Fig. 12(a)–12(d), we compare the FER performance of
the systems described above over SFSC and SFIC channels.
Note that since in slow fading scenarios each channel coeffi-
cient is constant for the duration of transmission of the whole
codeword, the system performs poorly. Hence, in slow fading
scenarios, higher SNR regions are mainly of interest.
Similar to the FFSC case, the type of bit-labeling, the SNR
operating region, Nd , dE,min, and τE are the KPIs in SFSC.
Also, similar to the FFIC case, the type of bit-labeling, the
SNR operating region, Nd , L, dP,min, and τP are the KPIs in
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Fig. 12. FER performance of R = 5/6 turbo-coded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over SFSC (Case 5), (b) 16-point constellations over SFSC,
(c) 4-point constellations over SFIC (Case 6), and (d) 16-point constellations over SFIC.
SFIC.
From Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b), we see that the trends
of different 4-point and 16-point constellations in SFSC are
consistent with the trends of the BER performance of uncoded
systems at high SNRs in the FSC case, i.e., Fig. 10(a) and
Fig. 10(b). Further, from Fig. 12(c) and Fig. 12(d), we observe
that the trends of different 4-point and 16-point constellations
in SFIC for a target FER of 10−2 are consistent with the
trends of the BER performance of uncoded systems at their
corresponding SNRs ( 17.2 dB and  20.2 dB in the 4-
point and 16-point cases, respectively) in the FIC case, i.e.,
Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d).
D. Low-Rate Turbo-coded Scenarios
In this section, we evaluate the FER performance of low-
rate turbo-coded SCMA systems with 4-point and 16-point
4-dimensional constellations with respect to SNR in different
scenarios. We define SNR as the same way as (18). We employ
an LTE turbo code with a rate of R = 1/3, a codeword length
of Nc = 2028, and 4 turbo iterations.
In Fig. 13(a)–14(d), we compare the FER performance
of turbo-coded SCMA systems with R = 1/3 and different
constellations over FFSC, FFIC, SFSC, and SFIC.
As mentioned earlier, depending on the behavior of the
multi-user detector, the system performs differently at different
SNRs. In fast fading and especially in the presence of low-
rate (more powerful) code, due to the high amount of diversity
introduced by the channel, a low FER can be achieved at lower
SNRs. Fig. 13(a)–13(d) evaluate the performance of R = 1/3
systems at FFSC and FFIC. We see that the trends of different
constellations are fairly consistent with the trends of BER
performance of the uncoded systems at their corresponding
low SNRs in Fig. 10(a)–10(d). More specifically, 4-LDS
outperforms the other 4-point constellations in FFSC and
FFIC, while 16HQAM performs better than the other 16-point
constellations in FFSC and FFIC.
In Fig. 14(a)–14(b), we show the FER performance of the
systems described above with R = 1/3 over SFSC. We note
that unlike the case of high-rate codes (Section VI-C), in
the presence of a low rate code, the effect of Nd is less
significant in this scenario. From Fig. 14(a) and referring to
Table II, we see that since all the Gray-labeled constellations
have the same dE,min and τ, they perform similarly. On the
other hand, 4-Beko lags behind the other constellations due
to its bit-labeling. From Fig. 14(b) and referring to Table
III, we observe that among the Gray-labeled constellations,
T16QAM, 16LQAM, 16HQAM, and 16-Bao, outperform the
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Fig. 13. FER performance of R = 1/3 turbo-coded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over FFSC (Case 3), (b) 16-point constellations over FFSC,
(c) 4-point constellations over FFIC (Case 4), and (d) 16-point constellations over FFIC.
others. This is because they all have the same dE,min and
τE . Further, 16-LDS performs worse than the other Gray-
labeled constellations due to its lower dE,min. Also, 16-Beko
and 16CQAM are behind the others due to their non-Gray
bit-labeling.
Fig. 14(c)–14(d) present the FER performance of the sys-
tems mentioned above over SFIC. We see that from Fig. 14(c)
and Table II that 4-Bao and 4-LDS outperform the other
constellations, as they both have similar KPI values. Neverthe-
less, from Fig. 14(d), we see that T16QAM outperforms the
others. As pointed in [41], T16QAM is constructed similar to
[64]. It was shown by Knopp and Humblet that constellations
constructed the same way as [63], [64] are well suited for
block fading channels with independent fading [97].
E. Summary of Results
In Table IV, we provide a summary of KPIs that should be
considered in the design process of multidimensional constel-
lations for uplink SCMA systems over different scenarios.
Based on the results provided in Section VI-B–VI-D, we
summarize the best 4-point and 16-point constellation(s) for
different scenarios in Table V. Note that the objective of the
current work is not to determine what the best constellation
TABLE IV
KPIS OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATIONS FOR DIFFERENT
CHANNEL SCENARIOS
FSC FIC FFSC FFIC SFSC SFIC
d2E,min X X X
τE X X X
d2P,min X X X
τP X X X
L X X X
Nd X X X X X X
Bit-labeling X X X X X X
is, rather to provide guidance of designing new efficient
constellations for uplink SCMA systems.
VII. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we provided a comparative study on some of
the most important existing M-point 2dv-dimensional constel-
lations for SCMA systems under various channel conditions.
Since SCMA has been proposed to support uplink machine-
type communication services, we have only focused on uplink
SCMA systems. We began our discussion with identifying
the KPIs of constellations that are of significance for differ-
ent channel scenarios. We then presented different existing
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Fig. 14. FER performance of R = 1/3 turbo-coded SCMA systems with (a) 4-point constellations over SFSC (Case 5), (b) 16-point constellations over SFSC,
(c) 4-point constellations over SFIC (Case 4), and (d) 16-point constellations over SFIC.
TABLE V
BEST KNOWN MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSTELLATIONS FOR DIFFERENT CHANNEL SCENARIOS
Channel Scenario Best 4-point Constellation(s) Best 16-point Constellation(s)
FSC (SER) 4-Beko 16-Beko, 16-Bao, T16QAM
FSC (BER) 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
FIC (SER) 4-Bao, 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
FIC (BER) 4-Bao, 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
High-rate FFSC (FER) 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
High-rate FFIC (FER) 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
High-rate SFSC (FER) 4-Beko, 4-Bao, 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
High-rate SFIC (FER) 4-Bao, 4-LDS 16-Bao, T16QAM
Low-rate FFSC (FER) 4-LDS 16HQAM
Low-rate FFIC (FER) 4-Bao, 4-LDS 16HQAM
Low-rate SFSC (FER) 4-LDS, 4-Bao, 4LQAM, 4CQAM, T4QAM 16HQAM, T16QAM, 16LQAM, 16-Bao
Low-rate SFIC (FER) 4-Bao, 4-LDS T16QAM
constellations with their design criteria, and evaluated the
performance of an important subset of those constellations
for uncoded, high-rate and low-rate LTE turbo-coded SCMA
systems under various channel scenarios. All turbo-coded
comparisons were performed for BICM, with a concatenated
detection and decoding scheme.
This paper sheds some light in designing multidimensional
constellations for SCMA systems over a variety of chan-
nel conditions. When designing an M-point 2dv-dimensional
constellation for uplink uncoded SCMA systems over FSC
and high-rate turbo-coded systems over FFSC and SFSC, it
is imperative to consider maximizing Nd and dE,min, and
minimizing τE . In systems with a low rate code over FFSC
and SFSC, the effect of Nd is of less concern. On the other
hand, in the design process of an M-point 2dv-dimensional
constellations for uplink SCMA systems over FIC, FFIC, and
SFIC, it is desired to maximize Nd , minimize L, maximize
dP,min, and minimize τP . Furthermore, the BER performance
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of the uncoded systems, and the performance of the coded
systems are tied to their bit-labeling. The performance of the
systems also highly depends on the behavior of the multi-user
detector at different SNRs.
In summary, the behavior of multidimensional constellations
changes with the dynamic of the channel. In other words, dif-
ferent constellations perform differently over various channel
scenarios. As such, in order to maximize the gain in a certain
channel scenario, a proper multidimensional constellation can
be designed using the specific KPIs for that scenario.
A number of possible directions in the line of multidimen-
sional constellations for SCMA systems is as follows:
• In this paper, it is assumed that CSI is not available at the
transmitter. In some scenarios it is essential to obtain CSI
at the transmitter. The impact of total CSI or partial CSI
at the transmitter on the behaviour of multidimensional
constellations can be investigated. For example, it is likely
that the user-specific 2-dimensional rotations pointed out
in Section III are useful when CSI is available at the
transmitter.
• It is assumed that each user and the receiver are ac-
companied with a single transmit and a single receive
antenna, i.e., SISO-SCMA. Alternatively, employing mul-
tiple transmit and receive (MIMO) antennas can improve
the system performance by exploiting the spatial domain.
As such, the effect of MIMO antennas, i.e., MIMO-
SCMA (e.g., [98], [99]) on the performance multidimen-
sional constellations can be studied.
• For the coded scenarios, only the LTE turbo code has
been considered here. It can be verified whether the KPIs
provided in designing multidimensional constellations
depend on the channel coding techniques or not. There-
fore, the behavior of multidimensional constellations in
conjunction with other channel coding techniques such
as LDPC codes ( [100], [101]) or polar codes (e.g., [57],
[74], [102], [103]) can be further examined.
• All the comparisons are made for BICM. It is shown
in the literature that for some applications (e.g., [104])
multilevel coding (MLC) [105] exhibits some gain over
its BICM counterpart. Studying the KPIs for MLC is a
possible research direction.
• It is assumed that the detection and decoding are per-
formed separately in a non-iterative manner. It is shown
in e.g., [106] that an iterative multiuser receiver improves
the SCMA system performance. The effect of iterative de-
coding and detection, i.e., BICM with iterative decoding
(BICM-ID), (e.g., [50], [106], [107]) can be investigated.
• One of the main challenges in SCMA systems is the
receiver complexity that inherits from the detection of
all active users [81]. In this paper, the widely-used non-
binary MPA is used as the multi-user detection. The
impact of the choice of constellation when other lower
complexity detectors (e.g., [56], [78], [108]–[117]) are
used, should be further studied.
• All the comparisons in this paper have performed for a
regular user-to-RE mapping matrix. It was also shown
in [118], that a regular user-to-RE allocation is advanta-
geous. Nevertheless, in a regular SCMA structure, it is
not possible to serve different users with various require-
ments. Thus, studying the effect of an irregular SCMA
structure, whereby users are not forced to occupy only
a fixed number of REs, e.g., [119]–[121], is a possible
research direction.
• Mathematical analysis of the error performance of con-
stellations provides more indication on their performance
in different SNR regions. In [122]–[127], the performance
of some of the constellations has been analyzed. The
performance analysis of different constellations under
different scenarios is a possible research direction.
• One of the problems with multi-carrier systems is their
high peak-to-power-average-ratio (PAPR). Since SCMA
can be regarded as a type of multi-carrier NOMA [10],
the behavior of different multidimensional constellations
from PAPR perspective can be studied along with PAPR
reduction techniques, e.g., [128].
• The KPIs of designing multidimensional constellations
for other channel models that are out of the scope of the
current work can be explored.
• Obtaining the relationship between the KPIs that we have
obtained for SCMA systems with the KPIs of single-user
systems over different scenarios can be considered.
• The KPIs that are given for each specific scenario can be
considered in the design process of new multidimensional
constellations over each scenario.
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APPENDIX A
EFFECTS OF USER-SPECIFIC ROTATIONS
The optimization of 2-dimensional user-specific rotations is
of importance only in downlink scenarios [41], because in
uplink SCMA systems the users experience different fading
channels, so the benefits of user-specific rotations are ne-
glected. For illustrative purposes, consider a downlink and
an uplink scenario with two users depicted in Fig. 15(a) and
Fig. 15(b). Let x1 and x2 denote the symbols corresponding
to User 1 and User 2, and h1 and h2 represent the fading
channel coefficients of User 1 and User 2, respectively. As we
see in Fig. 15(a), in a downlink scenario each user receives
a combination of both symbols that are rotated and scaled by
the same channel coefficient, i.e., h1 (x1 + x2) at User 1, or
h2 (x1 + x2) at User 2. Careful selection of the user-specific
rotations in x1 and x2 facilitates recovering the symbol of
each user from the sum, x1 + x2. In contrast, as we see in
Fig. 15(b), in an uplink scenario when both users experience
different fading channels, each symbol corresponding to each
user is rotated and scaled by a different random value, i.e.,
x1h1 and x2h2. As such, any benefit of a 2-dimensional rotation
on each symbol prior to transmission will be negated by the
random rotation caused by random fading channel coefficients.
Restated, a 2-dimensional rotation on each RE has no impact
in an uplink scenario.
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Fig. 15. The illustration of the importance of user-specific rotations in (a) a
downlink, and (b) an uplink scenario.
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